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621B SATELLITE SYSTEM (U) 

by Lieutenant Colonel J, A. Fiebelkorn* 

(U) Synchronization of effort is the cornerstone of military tactics. 

It is this fact which influences the evaluation of System 62 lB as a 

time transfer device. System 6218 is an. illustrative example of the 

application of space technology to a surface problem. It is not a time 

transfer system. It is the Air Force activity to describe and promote de

velopment of a capability for defining the four-dimensional motion of a 

user. Four dimensions are emphasized in this case because the concern 

is not only with the user's position but with the time when he is there. 

While extensive effort has been put into briefing those who are concerned 

with their location, the system may be a little bit new to people who are 

concerned with time alone. Included in the pitch will be a description of 

what the system is capable of doing, so that you can evaluate it. 

(U) Systems studies began in 1964 with the evaluation of concept capa

bilities. As time went on, technical evaluation and assessment have 

established that the space environment could contribute and could eliminate 

some of the operational deficiencies existing in position location systems. 

In 1967, a mission analysis supported the conclusion of our initial studies 

and a concept formulation study was initiated. This study addressed the 

performance, the cost of the equipment, and the schedule of the system 

for real time position fixing based on space-based aids. One of the 

products of that study was the realization that real time meant a degree of 
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synchronization of which we had not prEcviously heard. This extension 

of past practice occurred because the accuracies necessary for the 

position determination required that the transmission from multiple 

satellites be known precisely and simultaneously from all of these 

satellites. 

(U) Two methods were immediately nvailabl c to us. One method was 

to maintain a time standard on board each user, in which the time 

standards could be synchronized prior to the mission start. The other 

method was to continuously resynchronize all users during their opera

tion. This resynchronizing approach held a lot of merit in tenns of user 

cost, especially in light of the cost of atomic standards--portable pre

cise time standards--existing at the time. It seemed preferable, if 

feasible, so the problem was addressed on the basis of continuous 

resynchronization. It was found that the problem was no more difficult 

from synchronized satellites than was the task of synchronizing the 

satellites themselves. Synchronizing satellites could be avoided if you 

used them as straight relays, as communication transponders; but that 

required the use of very large-scale computers in a master station or a 

control station on the ground, plus continuous tracking of all satellites. 

That complexity created operational problems. 

(U) The weakness in the continuous resynchronization method is that 

an additional satellite is needed. You have four pieces of infonnation 

which are unknowns, rather than three--the three dimensions of position. 

If you look at economic analyses, you see that when the user base gets 

large, the cost of those users and the time standards for them so far out

weigh the cost of the additional satellite that it is, in fact, an economic 

trade to have continuous resynchronization. E·ven with the additional 

complexity, the evaluation found that the computation of the four 

dimensional state vector was within the current state-of-the-art at the 

time. This capability can be discussed in several different parts. 
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Within the space segment, there are c1t least four different constella

tions which have been evaluated and which give this kind of capc1bility. 

They vary in altitude, number, orbital inclination, and many other 

factors. 

(C) One such constellation is shown in Figure l. Four satellites in 

24-hour-period-orbits are launched so that they continuously dwell over 

one section of the world. This is done by using inclined eccentric orbits, 

phasing the satellites around their orbits and placing the ascending nodes 

of each of these orbits so that the ground track of all of the satellites 

exists in the same circle. What this amounts to is that each of these 

satellites has an ascending node 120 degrees different from the others. 

For this particular deployment, the middle satellite is geo-stationary or 

nearly geo-stationary. The eccentricity and the inclination angle involved 

are as shown. 

(C) This particular constellation will give coverage to a circle covering 

about a quarter of the earth. The satellites transmit to the users informa

tion from which the satellite position can be derived at any point in time. 

This has to be done down to a nanosecond or a few nanosecond intervals 

in order to obtain the accuracies involved. They also transmit the bias 

of their onboard time standard to the user. This bias is derived in the 

master station on the ground which handles this constellation. The prob

lem of position location in the total operation of the system includes a 

position determination of satellites from the ground and then a position 

location of the user from the satellites. In addition to the master station 

which handles these four satellites, two or morn calibration stations are 

established at geodetica lly known points. The overall task of the ca libra

tion stations is to transmit to the master station its position errors. The 

master station takes that error data and corrects the satellite data to make 
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the position determination correct to the geodetic spheroid. Any user, 

whether stationary or in motion, can solve cquati.ons of his 4-D state 

vector and determine his position with respect to his area geodetic 

ellipsoid, the reference in the particular area, and the error between 

his time standard (that is, the user's standard) and the one in the 

master station. The continuous nature of the transmission permits the 

error to be defined on demand, when the u scr wants it. Short-term 

stability of some of our electronic oscillators make it possible to con

sider one part in 1014 time accuracy within the user. The system does 

not work exclusively as a time standard however; therefore, the claims 

are made only for a system that bounds the time error. 

(U) For non-moving users who are exclusively concerned with pre

cise time, the 1o14 value would have to be r:onsidcred as a theoretical 

upper bound. We have no intention of making something to transfer 1014 

at this time. Preliminary design has been performed on equipment 

necessary to use such a system. This equipment is for derivation of the 

four-dimensional vector and it has decidely more performance than an 

operational time synchronization would demand. Its existence does 

imply, however, that any equipped military unit on land, on the sea, or 

in the air could establish the time standard in dn area. 

(U) Aircraft equipment is configured for high-performance tactical 

types and general purpose operation. The size of equipment is approxi

mately as shown in Figure 2. (This is validated by two different con

tractors.) 

(U) Sea and land vehicles (see Figure 3) would have similar 

complexity. 

(U) The man pa ck (see Figure 4), the unit down in the lower left, 

would equip a force on foot. Each of these equipments, with the 
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exception of the transponder on the lower right, could solve for time 

corrections to its crystal oscillator. While current preliminary designs 

do not display time, the mechanization is relatively simple. In fact, 

the time correction is used within the equipment, and is then simply 

converted to a time display, if needed. Ground station and intercon

stellation coordination would require a fixed user type station in a 

position where at least two satellites from each constellation were 

visible at the same time. In this configuration, the time for the master 

station could be resolved using each of the two master stations 

involved and the differences established. Defining one as the master 

would permit global synchronization to that station's time. 

(U) If a further calibration is taken as an international reference, 

tota 1 synchronization would be permitted to that international standard. 

The accuracy available from the system and coverage of four satellites 

from a single constellation are shown in Figure 5. The curves and 

closed areas are the worst case error. Twenty-four-hour-a-day, single 

fix position determination capability from one four-satellite constella

tion is available. Three-D coverage is defined by the inner circle. A 

two-dimensional capability, presuming time is always derived, is in 

the outer area. 

(C) The relationship between position error and time synchronization 

error for the same conditions as described is shown in Figure 6. In 

this particular case, a specific monitor station existed at this point. 

All of these errors are with respect to that monitor. An additional 

monitor within the coverage here would have a similar pattern around 

it. So, what is shown is the time synchronization capability for some 

area on the East Coast. To receive on demand, 24-hour-a-day capa

bility, turn the equipment on. The approximate 2 nsec per foot 

horizontal CEP (Circular Error Probability) compared to the previous 
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chart holds for fairly large areas. There is no time chart included for 

global scope. 

(C) There is, however, a globa 1 position chart (see Figure 7) which 

can be used for reference with the same correction. These are the 

kinds of horizontal position errors, correctable by about 2 nsecs per 

foot of horizontal error, that give the time synchronization capability 

which a global system of this nature can allow. In this case, though, 

three five-satellite constellations are used, which together, give 

coverage from about 50 degrees south latitude to the North Pole. For 

time synchronization or intermittent fixes where you are dealing with 

less than four satellites in view, this area around the Antarctic is not 

a blank. For varying times, four satellites arc in view, but 24-hour

a-day coverage is not available. This coverage is for a single fix, 

requiring approximately 1 sec of data. It is extremely doubtful that 

any area of the world would not have two or more satellites always 

visible. Reference works dealing with the subject say that you can 

probably have three satellites visible continuously over the south 

polar regions, but that coverage is not available 24-hours-a-day; 

therefore, it is shown as a blank in this particular figure. For sta

tionary users two satellites are sufficient to resolve the one remaining 

variable-time. 

(C) To summarize the time transfer performance, it can be said that 

System 62 lB gives a method of having at least two satellites in view, 

w::irldwide, at all times. ror over 80 percent of the world, four are 

continuously available. Its capacity could be used for time transfer 

on demand to any spot on the earth for any prescribed reference--be 

it Greenwich, the Nava 1 Observatory, or wherever--simply by turning 

a switch and reading a dial. Accuracy of better than 100 nsecs appears 

legitimate if severa 1 seconds of data are used. Computation would 
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(S) With reg,ud to the requirements that this system would place on 

time transfer Ia.cilitles, the necessity for on-demand performance makes 

the act of scpdrd te time transfer too long for use. In other words, the 

system cannot wait for any administrative or operational group to per

form a separate supporting function. Its very mode of operation makes 

it faster than the management structure of time transfer. This does not 

imply that the system must be isolated from a source of national or 

international standards; it simply means that time transfer implies 

motion and no motion exceeds the speed of the RF waves. Do not 

immediately scrap your current equipment or organization, even though 

this equipment exists within the current technology. The question of 

program approva 1 and funding still has to be answered. To give this 

capability, a program could be available by 1976 for a single constel

lation, and by about 1979 or 1980 for worldwide capability. It would 

cost about $50 million . That schedule presumes that funding is 

available for the launch vehicles and the design of satellites in the 

next fiscal year. The studies ulso show that while an order of magni

tude improvement of time synchronization is available, the total cost 

savings for time transfer would be small; at best insufficient to pay 

for the development and launch of a singk, satellite. In conclusion, 

a marked improvement in time transfer stands ready as soon as the 

capability for precise positioning can be implemented. 
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